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table that has several thousand rows. I would like to export a sample of these rows into Excel and then continue on. Can this be done? Thanks in advance. A: You can export just the first, say, 100 rows

from Access into a text file. That text file can then be read by Excel. If you try to export a whole table, it creates a data file. If that data file is too large (too many rows) you will need to split it into
small files to import into Excel. Q: Script for refactoring code I am working with code which has multiple methods with same body(same parameter and also return type) to verify if the code is written
correctly i need to write a class which can handle the code if any body can help. thanks A: I would suggest static code analysis tools such as Sonar Qube to run your entire project's code base once and
flag if there are any issues. Dec. 6 -- It was the usual start to a season; a mild breeze, a low tide. Three boats, two longboards and an orange kayak made their way around Surf Beach, south of Hawaii

Kai. All of the surfers were Black and White surfboarders. One had an older colored board with a 6'1" base. One was a stand up paddler. One was "having fun with a 6'1" board." And one was STILL a
little awkward. Rol Dung, 39, is a former professional surfing champion, and now an under-16 World Champion, an Olympic qualifier and a National Record holder. He became self-conscious when
he was a teenager, but still surfed against the grain to reach the professional ranks, famously making a long board with a hollow-core bottom, which was not so great for surf conditions. But now he's

even more self-conscious than ever, and it began with his very first stand-up paddle out of the water
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Power is to be acquired by American utility energy company Progress Energy. Pegasus, as the company is now known, is being acquired for £1.27 billion ($1.78bn), which will give it the scale to bid for contracts to build large offshore wind farms. Now, UK-based Island Power has become the UK's third largest renewable power

generation company, growing its fleet to more than 200 MW by June 2014, with a forecast of more than 250 MW by the end of the decade. The UK government has committed to generating 15 per cent of the UK’s energy from renewable sources by 2020 and Scotland is already on course to meet this target. The first MBO of Island
Power is expected to be finalised by October 2013. Current chief executive Ian Murray and chief operating officer Craig Donaldson will be retained in their positions, reports the company website. Tony Agar, global renewables and sustainability director at Island Power, said: "We are extremely excited at the opportunity to join the
Progress Energy group. "We believe that together, our two complementary operations will be able to deliver the scale needed to generate the large-scale energy infrastructure of the future. "Our plans have been based on a virtuous cycle of continued investment in renewable energy, supporting the green energy transition, while new

clean energy contracts open up new markets for our business and for our customers." The UK arm of Progress, which is headquartered in Palm Beach Gardens, Florida, has a portfolio of assets in the US, Canada, Latin America, Europe and Asia and is the eighth largest investor in renewable energy in the US. "This is a very exciting
time for both Island and Progress," said a spokesperson. "This transaction will allow Island to extend the life of one of Scotland's most successful projects and deliver on our goal of enabling sustainable, low-cost clean energy for communities in Scotland and across the UK." Scottish Enterprise is also backing Island Power 3e33713323
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